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The state of the art in video indexing mainly focuses on the low level video indexing 
and intermediate semantic level, although there exists a few research work in high 
level video analysis. The objective of this thesis is an attempt to bridge the gap 
between the high-level interpretation of video and the intermediate semantic level, but 
based on the low level features. We have proposed the algorithms to detect three kinds 
of shots: establishment shot, object tracking shot and time-to-collision shot. 
Additionally, we have explored the significance of these three shots in the high-level 
interpretation of video.  
Establishment shot intends to bring the audience to a new environment. It usually 
labels the beginning of a story unit. While, an object tracking shot has similar camera 
motion characteristics with an establishment shot. An object tracking shot always has 
a stable region of interest, although the accurate location and shape of the region may 
change temporally. Our approach is firstly detecting the common features in camera 
motion of these two kinds of shots. Next the object of interest is extracted and tracked 
to distinguish an object tracking shot from an establishment shot.  
A time-to-collision (TTC) shot is a shot where the audience has a feeling that 
objects in the scene are coming close to them. In cinematography, TTC shot is often 
used to create some special psychological effects, such as terror and suspension. TTC 
is more meaningful when we consider it in its juxtaposition with its surrounding shots. 
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We have presented an algorithm to detect the TTC value between each pair of 
neighboring frames using motion vector analysis. To enhance the reliability of the 
algorithm, we have used a novel cue called “pilot cue”, which is a concept from the 
basic knowledge of the pilots. The application of pilot cue has improved the 
efficiency of our TTC detection algorithm. Based on TTC detection algorithm, we can 
detect the TTC shots using some heuristic rules.  
Finally, we have also explored the possible applications of these three kinds of 
shot. We have described potential of establishment shots, the model of detecting 
hunting events using object tracking shots. On the other hand, TTC shots would be 
very useful in the emotion categorization of video clips, combined with other cues 
such as audio information.  These are the ideas in development, but also the direction 
of our future work. 
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1.1 Content-Based Retrieval 
Like the real world, there is infinite amount of information in video. The key problem in 
video indexing and content-based retrieval (CBR) is then the categorization of this 
varied information into manageable units of abstraction. The usual syntactic features 
provided to the user such as color and texture may be adequate only if the goal is to find 
frames with similar distributions of color or texture or other low level characteristics. 
However a user often deals with and is more concerned with higher level objects. 
Rudimentary and unprocessed syntactic features inherently lack the power of 
descriptiveness which is requisite for the user to properly interact with and utilize CBR 
system.   
It has been suggested that film can be abstracted into a hierarchy analogous to 
language [1], for instance, the shot was the word of a film, the scene its sentence, and the 
sequence (story unit) its paragraph [2] [3]. Characterizing the content within the shot is 
then thought to be the first step of analysis to yield an atomic unit of meaning. However, 
this kind of comparison is only partially valid because the shot is not the basic unit of 
meaning like a word is; each shot contains as much details as we want to read into it, 
unlike an abstract entity like word. Furthermore, these details can connote potentially 
many meanings depending on context in relation with other shots. Film narrative flows 
and forms a continuum of meaning; it is indeed how the shots are put together that 
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strongly characterizes the filmic art and determines its viewing experience. Indeed, 
Metz in his penetrating analysis [2] argued that the meaning that accrues to shot is highly 
contextual and not inherent within the shots themselves. Related research has also 
emphasized the context-dependence of shot meaning [2][3][4].  
 
1.2 Objectives and Contributions of This Thesis 
The first broad goal of this thesis is thus to consider the video content interpretation 
problem based on an extended representation of time, taking into account contextual 
relationship within and without shots. In particular, we will develop machinery to detect 
three special types of shots: establishment shot, time-to-collision shot and 
object-tracking shot. 
To handle temporal context, the system must also be endowed with better motion 
understanding capabilities. Following Sobchack [28] we adopt a broader definition of 
motion to include four types of cinematic movements: 1) the physical camera movement; 
2) the optical (i.e. zooming) movement of the camera lens from a fixed position; 3) 
subject movement in a scene; and 4) the movement between projected images in the 
constitution of cinematic meaning (i.e. editing effect). The reasons are manifold. To 
begin with, it is primarily camera motion which facilitates and governs the putting 
together of shots in narration in video. Indeed, cinema was understood from its birth as 
the art of motion, as testified by the original names of kinetoscope and moving pictures. 
For Metz [1], movement is also the main reason for the effect of reality within film. 
Motion dynamically changes the viewing perspectives of the spectators both in space 
and in time to give the unique reality effect, allowing the viewers to inhabit the visual 
space of the person(s) producing it. More importantly, it is often through motion that the 
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content or the meaning in a shot is expressed and the attention of the viewers captivated 
or shifted, allowing the film’s intentions to be communicated. Thus motion cues should 
be the privileged object of investigation in content-based retrieval. 
Unfortunately, the use of motion in multimedia nowadays has been restricted to the 
extraction of a few simple types of camera motion, such as pan, tilt and zoom [27]. 
Complete recovery of the 3D camera motion parameters and the structure of the scene is 
a notoriously ill-posed problem [24][25][26]. Furthermore it is not clear what we should 
do with these camera motion parameters or structure information even if we were able to 
extract them. This, coupled with the view that the egomotion parameters must be 
computed before any of the motion-based competence can be accomplished, has 
seriously obscured the potential for using motion directly for multimedia applications. 
As a result, the use of motion features in content-based indexing has not been 
sufficiently and adequately explored, due to the overly simplified motion-based 
indexing system proposed on the one hand and the monolithic view of a complex 
motion-based system on the other hand.  
Motion features definitely have a much larger role to play in content-based retrieval. 
The second contribution of this paper is to argue for and to present a more 
behavior-based approach in exploiting these motion features. Recently, researches in 
computer vision and artificial intelligence have emphasized the importance of coupling 
perception to behaviors or tasks [16][20][21][23]. In domains such as locomotion or 
navigation, a behavior-based approach would mean that the motion competences 
formulated are directly coupled to the problem domain, each of different levels of 
complexity and capable of solving one small part of the larger problem domain. Only 
information related to the tasks needs to be extracted; the interpretation of these 
information is also more clear-cut under the constraint of a particular behavior.  
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Taking our cue from this research paradigm, we argue that, in the context of 
content-based retrieval, a behavioral framework necessitates the analysis and modeling 
of the interrelationship between producer and viewers. We identify a few key motion 
operations which reflects aspects of interaction between expression by the producer and 
perception by the viewers. We called these key motion operations the establishment shot, 
the object tracking shot, and the time-to-collision (TTC) shot. We seek their meaning not 
only in themselves, but also in context, that is, in relation to other shots. We demonstrate 
their use in several applications. For instance, we showed that the presence of TTC shot 
signifies the wish of the producer to invoke a greater sense of empathy; this allows us to 
perform high level emotional interpretation of the sequences using TTC cue together 
with other contextual cues. We also employed the camera tracking shot to categorize the 
different phases of events happening a hunting scene. This is done without having to 
identify the objects in the scene, not to mention the high level knowledge involving, say, 
prey and predator. Such parsimony epitomizes the spirit of  the behaviorist approach, 
whose key tenet is that spatiotemporal features directly relevant to the task at hand can 
be computed, without going through the difficult process of structural recovery.  
While some of the procedures implemented for extracting these motion features are 
of fair amount of complexity, they may not be the most sophisticated compared to the 
state of the art described in the computer vision community. Our key aim here is to have 
basic proficiency and qualitative correctness without suffering from the computational 
instabilities typically associated with egomotion estimation. Nevertheless our approach 
contains some technical novelty; in particular, we presented methods to separate the 
interdependency between the establishment shot and the object tracking shot; we also 
implemented the novel, so-called “pilot cues” to extract the TTC shot more reliably. 




1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a brief literature review on content 
based video indexing. We firstly have an overview of the problem of video indexing and 
then discuss the structure of video. After that, the previous work in video analysis and 
video classification was discussed. The algorithm of establishment shot detection and 
object tracking shot are highlighted in chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the problem of 
TTC shots detection. In chapter 5, we present the potential application of the three 
aforementioned shots, by showing the examples such as hunting events detection and 
emotion categorization of video sequences. We conclude this thesis in chapter 6 and 






2.1 Overview of Video Indexing 
Digital video is becoming an increasingly common data type in new generation of 
multimedia database. Many broadcasts are switching to digital formats for broadcasting, 
and some of them already have a significant amount of video materials available in 
digital format for previewing. Improved compression techniques and increased Internet 
bandwidth have made web-casting a real possibility. The ever growing amount of digital 
video poses new challenges, both of storage and access, as vast repositories are being 
built at an increasing pace. The key issues are those of content description and of 
information space navigation. While textual documents in digital format are 
self-describing (i.e. they provide explicit indices, such as words and sentences that can 
be directly used to categorize and access them), digital video documents do not provide 
such an explicit content description.  
To cope with the increasing usage of video data, algorithms have to be developed 
that enable us to parse, index, browse, search, retrieve, manipulate, and re-sequence 
video according to representations of its content, as was noted by Davis in [33]. In this 
chapter we will give an overview of some video indexing research. We will start with 
highlighting the structure of video and how video streams can be parsed into shots. 
Following this we will focus on video analysis, and how our research is related to this 





2.2 Video Structure 
Video indexing, or annotation, is the processing of attaching content-based labels to 
video. This indexing forms the crux for future database-based video application. In [32] 
Davenport et al. stated that this indexing of video data could best be done in shot level, 
because shots can be regarded as the building blocks of video. The hierarchical structure 
of video is graphically represented in figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: Video structure 
 
Basically video is ordered as logically related collection of scenes that are 
composed of different interrelated shots that are separated by some sort of edit. 
Furthermore related scenes can be grouped into episodes or acts. To analyze and index 
video on the shot level, raw video data has to be parsed into shots. Different techniques 
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already exist to segment video on the shot level, ironically called scene-change detection 
techniques. These techniques differentiate edits between cuts, or camera breaks, 
gradually transition such as fade in/out, wipes and dissolves.  
Cut detection techniques can be grouped into two categories: cut detection on 
uncompress and compressed video. Different algorithms are proposed to detect hard 
cuts in uncompressed video, all of which rely on comparison of successive frames with 
some sort of threshold on pixel, region, or frame level. The second category exploits the 
internal structure of MPEG file standards to segment video streams. For an extensive 
overview of different methods we refer to the survey of Brunelli in [30] and the 
references therein. 
Detection of gradual effect can be done in several ways. Since the transition is 
gradual, comparison of successive frames is insufficient. Therefore the so called plateau 
detection used every k-th frame to detect dissimilarities between frames. Another 
approach is based on effect modeling, where video production based mathematical 
models are used to spot edit effects. A third approach uses the changing of intensity 
edges in successive frames to detect gradual transitions but also camera breaks. Finally 
the twin-comparison approach introduced by Zhang et al. in [41] uses a dual threshold to 
detect cuts and gradual transitions. We again refer to the survey of Brunelli et al. in [30] 
and references therein for an extensive coverage of above mentioned concepts. 
 
2.3 Video Analysis 
To index video segments, researchers gradually agree to differentiate content dependent 
and content independent features. Content independent features are also referred to as 
mata features, information about the data. When considering feature films this type of 
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data typically refer to producer information or date of production. In [37] Jain et al. 
separate content dependent features into Q- and R-Features on video and image data. 
Where Q-features are domain model based, qualitative labels of video and R-Features 
are low level, domain independent raw models of video. The affective content of a video 
scene is a typical example of video Q-feature, since it labels a temporal piece of video 
depending on its content. A luminance level of a video segment is a typical example of 
video R-feature, since it is not related to the content of the video. In [38] Kashyap et al. 
use a different terminology in which they talk about metadata instead of features. 
Moreover, they differentiate content-independent metadata, content-dependent 
metadata and content-descriptive metadata. They state that content-descriptive metadata, 
of which Q-features are an instance, is a special case of content dependent metadata. 
In [35] Hampapur et al. group existing work on content based video access and 
video indexing into three categories, see [35] for examples: 
z High level indexing; 
z Low level indexing; 
z Domain specific indexing; 
The high level indexing techniques are primarily designed from the perspective of 
manual indexing or annotation. The second category, low level indexing provides access 
to video based on properties like color, texture, shape, etc. The primary limitation of 
these techniques is the lack of semantics attached to the features, which makes the utility 
limited from a user perspective. To overcome the limitation of both mentioned 
categories, domain specific indexing techniques use the high level structure of video to 
constrain the low level video feature extraction and processing. These techniques are 
effective in their intended domain of application. The primary limitation is the narrow   
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range of applicability, and the fact that they do not consider video as a component of a 
video database system but in isolation, which makes these techniques not suitable for a 
generic indexing methodology. 
Hampapur et al. propose a new methodology for designing video indexing schemes, 
which uses low level machine derivative indices to map into the set of application 
specific desired video indices, where the mapping is created based on domain 
constraints. They view video indexing from a video database perspective while utilizing 
the structure inherent in video to derive the indices. Our work can be regarded as an 
instance of this methodology, since we will use a set of features that are mapped with 
respect to the affective content descriptors, to indexing video on the scene level. 
 
2.4 Video Classification 
Classification of video can be done at the different hierarchical components of the video 
stream. In this section we will highlight some known video classification methods from 
the literature to introduce the readers to the methodologies available. 
 
2.4.1 Shot Classification 
The research on shot classification is mainly geared toward domain dependent 
classification, like the classification of news-broadcasts video and sports video. In [36] 
for example, an automatic indexing method for television news video is proposed by Ide 
et al., which indexes shots on the correspondence of image contents and semantics 
attributes of key-words (caption). They exploit a priori knowledge of the semantic 







z Computer Graphics. 
To classify a speech/report shot the authors use face and lip movement detection. 
To distinguish anchor shot, they use the before-mentioned techniques extended with the 
knowledge that anchor shots are graphically extremely similar and they occur frequently 
in a news broadcast. Moreover, they extract the title caption by using boundary intensity 
transitions, in an anchor shot to detect the boundaries of news topics. A walking shot is 
classified by detecting the up and down oscillation of the bottom of a facial region. 
When more than two similar sized facial regions are detected in a frame, the shot is 
classified as gathering shot. Finally computer graphics shot is classified by the total 
duration of motionless frames. Their presented results for shot classification were well 
for classification precision, but recall for some classes are very low. This was mostly due 
to that the faces were not completely recognized. 
A comparable, but more generic, method was proposed by Fischer et al in [34] who 
presented an algorithm that automatically detects film genres in digital video. The 
author proposes a three-step approach in the first phase of which syntactic properties 
such as color statistics, motion vectors and audio statistics are extracted. Secondly, style 
attributes are derived from the syntactic properties, e.g. shot lengths, camera motion, 
speech vs. music. Finally, a style profile is composed and an educational guess is made 
as to the genre in which a shot belongs. They report promising results by combining 
different shot style attributes of video for content analysis, but unfortunately, 
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applicability is, yet, limited to only five film genres, i.e. news casts, car racing, tennis, 
commercials and animated cartoon. 
Besides motion dependent shot classification methods mentioned above also more 
general applications are proposed in the literature. In [31], for example, Chan et al. 
proposed a video classification scheme using human faces, regardless of the scale and 
background, which automatically detected the repeated occurrence of the same people 
and enables fast people related searching. First a face detector and eye localizer are 
applied to every shot to locate faces and corresponding eyes. Video frames containing 
faces can then be clustered by utilizing one of the three following methods: a face 
template method, principal component analysis or clothes and hair statistics analysis. To 
perform clustering they perform k-mean with Euclidean distance. It was found that shot 
classification performance using color statistics is relatively superior with respect to the 
other two methods. The scheme was tested using a short four-minute news video 
sequence containing three different persons. They believe that the fusion of color 
statistics with other personal features could prove beneficial in obtaining better 
classification of shots.  
 
2.4.2 Scene Classification 
Some interesting research on the topic of video classification is conducted at Mannheim 
University, where the Movie Content Analysis (MoCA) project aims at automatically 
extracting structural and semantic content of video. They obtained some promising 
results in the area of genre and scene classification. In [39] Lienhart et al. developed a 
scheme for reliably identifying scenes which clusters shots according to detected dialogs, 
resembling settings and similar audio. The method they use starts with recovering shots 
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from the video. After this segmentation, values for each semantic feature are calculated. 
Currently audio, color, and orientation features are supported as well as face detection. 
Next an Euclidean metric is used to determine the distance between shots with respect to 
each feature, resulting in a distance table. Based on the distance tables the authors are 
able to merge shots into scenes. The authors claim that the distance tables can be used to 
construct a hierarchical video representation, which ultimately would lead to an intuitive 
video table of contents (VToC) by finding acts, scenes and shots. Obviously this is an 
interesting property for video annotating systems. 
The concept of VToC’s was also considered by Rui et al., in [40] they present a 
video structure analysis model which can assist in constructing video scene structures. 
Their approach to scene structure construction consists of four modules: shot boundary 
detection and key-frame extraction, spatio-temporal feature extraction, time-adaptive 
grouping, and scene structure construction. Similar shots are grouped in a group, and 
semantically related groups are grouped in scenes. They base similarity of shots on 
visual similarity and time locality, where the former considers similar spatial and 
temporal features and the latter states that similar shots should be close to each other 
temporally. They are currently extending their work with more reliable and semantic 




Establishment Shot and Object-Tracking Shot 
 
3.1 Establishment Shot vs. Object Tracking Shot 
In movie-making industry, it is known that it is best if every story unit starts with an 
establishment shot or a re-establishment shot. Establishment shots have the intention of 
bringing the audience to a new environment while re-establishment shots have the 
intention of reminding the audience of the known environment. Normally establishment 
shot has a longer duration to let the audience to get acquainted to the new environment 
whereas the re-establishment shot tends to be shorter because the purpose is to remind 
the audience about this environment, which has been visited before. For the purpose of 
this thesis, we content ourselves with lumping both establishment shot and 
re-establishment shot together in one category and refer to them as establishment shot. 
The establishment shot can be achieved using several ways. One way is to use the 
long shot if the scene allows itself to be captured with a wide-angle lens. Another way is 
to use panning or tilting shot, normally used if the environment involves scenery that 
cannot be covered by a static shot. What this paper is interested in is the establishment 
shot that is achieved using panning or tilting shot. 
We turn now to another common technique in cinematography, the so-called 
object-tracking shot, where the camera is following an object of interest. The resulting 
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camera movement is similar to that of the establishment shot, although it does not have 
the intention of introducing the surrounding environment to the audience. Rather, the 
tracked region usually represents the region where the director wants the audience to 
focus upon.  
 The video data is not inherently parceled out into the objects and events. This is 
where tracking helps to articulate these aspects of reality that the producer wants to 
invoke. Tracking tells us the emphasis and the angle on the event; it privileges one set of 
observation and interpretation and excludes other irrelevant/distracting data. Thus the 
tracked object can prime a video indexing system, cutting down on the number of 
objects that need to be considered and providing strong cues for location and scale 
selection.  
In view of the similarity of the camera movement resulting from the establishment 
shot and the object tracking shot, we develop in this thesis a method to distinguish the 
two types of shots. Note that we exclude those kinds of tracking shots achieved by focus 
pull, that is, by varying the focal length of the camera. 
There is a type of shot called the intermittent pan, which superficially resembles a 
tracking shot but is really an establishment shot. It comprises of a sequence of rotation 
around the vertical axis that covers intermittent activity by various groups of people 
(see Figure 3.1). The camera begins by following a group of soldiers moving in double 
line (1) from right to left. As they move away they meet an onlooking group turning to 
the left (2). The camera follows them. The soldiers then stop in front of a gardener (3) 
pushing a wheelbarrow. The camera follows him. The gardener stops as a man on 
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horseback (4) passes in front of him. The camera moves with the rider. As he exits 
screen to the left, the camera stops in the foreground. Camera movement is slow and 
continuous throughout. The final focus of the shot is the group of persons talking to 
each other (5).  
 
Figure 3.1: Intermittent panning 
This type of shot can be considered as a form of establishment shot because the 
intermittent, overlapping actions give a sense of place as well as the activity going on in 
it, while at the end the central characters (5) are introduced naturally as part of the whole 
ensemble. The brief tracking episodes of characters 1, 2, 3, and 4 do not denote real 
interest in these characters as such (except in their being part of the whole ensemble) but 
are primarily used to lead up to the central characters in a smooth manner.  
Figure 3.2 is the flow chart of our scheme of establishment shot and 
object-tracking shot detection. Firstly, the global motion is estimated. To distinguish an 
object tracking shot from an establishment shot, the motion segmentation is 





3.2 Detection of Establishment Shot 
3.2.1 Global Motion Estimation and Outlier Localization 
The term global motion is used in the context of this thesis to describe the apparent 2D 
image motion induced by camera operation. Depending on the application at hand, this 
can be parameterized by several motion models. The mathematical complexity of the 
global motion models directly affects the possible accuracy of the motion description, 
but also the computational complexity and stability. For instance the planar perspective 
model with 8 parameters is suitable to describe the global motion completely, if camera 
operation is restricted to pure rotation about the center of projection and zoom, and if 
the assumption of a pin hole camera model is satisfied [42]. More sophisticated 
formulations include also lens distortion parameters [43]. For many applications the 
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affine model is sufficient. It consists of 6 parameters and represents a linear 
transformation, which is mathematically relatively easy to handle.  
Global motion estimation depicts the determination of these motion parameters. 
Once available the motion information can be used in a variety of video processing 
applications. In a coding application, it can be used, for instance, to predict the 
background in order to efficiently reduce temporal redundancy [45]. In a segmentation 
application, global motion information is exploited to separate differently moving 
foreground objects from the background [47]. A recent development is the context of 
MPEG-7 show, that a parametric description of global motion can also be used for 
classification of video, enabling motion based search-and-retrieval applications of 
video in large databases [44].  Finally, global motion estimation is the main task for 
video mosaicing, which itself can be applied in all the aforementioned video processing 
areas. 
The state of the art technology for global motion estimation applies differential 
approaches [44][45][46] that consist, in their mathematical core, of an iterative 
minimization of a postulated cost function with respect to the motion parameters to be 
estimated.  If no a priori knowledge about the location of background and possibly 
differently moving foreground objects is available the quality of resulting estimates can 
be poor. Additionally there are other sources of errors, e.g. noise, lighting changes 
(shadows), model failures or uncovered/covered image regions. All these influences 
can be regarded as noise with respect to the global motion. However, the statistics of 
these errors can by no means be modeled as normal distribution. A lot of outliers have to 
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be expected, i.e. measurements that are not covered by the applied statistical model. 
A classical solution for such a model parameter estimation problem is derived from 
robust statistics and maximum-likelihood-theory, a so called M-estimator [48]. The 
application of such a robust M-estimator for global motion estimation has been 
presented for instance in [46]. A simpler approach is described in the non-normative 
parts of MPEG-4/7, where a histogram of an error measure is computed and then a fixed 
percentage (e.g. 20%) of pixels with the largest error is excluded from the estimation 
[44][45]. In this thesis, we adopted a robust global motion estimator, which follows the 
principles of an M-estimator, but uses a very simple binary weighting function. This 
keeps the computational complexity reasonable, but without being dependent on the 
predefined thresholds of an error measure. 
The basic idea of a differential global motion estimator is to find those 
transformation parameters, that make the transformed reference image as similar to the 
actual image as possible (note that this can also be formulated vice versa, i.e. forwards 
versus backwards predicted).  Let 1I  and 2I  denote the intensities of the reference 
and the actual image respectively, ),( yxp and image point under consideration and  
),( EpT the transformed position controlled by the parameter vector E . In case of an 
affine motion model we have for instance: 




[ ]543210 aaaaaaE =   (3.2) 
The similarity at a certain point is measured in terms of the residual: 
)),(()(),( 12 Ε−=Ε pTIpIpε      (3.3) 
A first approach of estimate the motion parameter vector is, to minimize the sum of 
squares of all residuals within an image region R , which is the entire image, if no 





p ),(min 2ε  for Ε      (3.4) 
Such a least-squares fitting is indeed appropriate, if the measurement errors are 
independent and normally distributed with constant standard deviation [48], but as 
explained before, these assumptions do not hold at all for the problem at hand. In an 
M-estimator approach a function ρ  of the residuals with a scale µ  is used instead of 





p )),,((min µερ  for all Ε      (3.5) 
This is solved, using an iterative Gauss-Newton minimization. Comparing the 
resulting equations (gradient and approximated Hessian [46]) of the least-square and the 
M-estimator approach, it can be recognized, that the only difference is a weighting of 
the contribution of each point with a factor εερε /)/()( ddw = . The central point in the 
design of an M-estimator is the selection of such a weighting function. Classical 
examples for ρ  are the Geman-McLure [46], Andrew’s sine and Tukey’s biweight[48] 
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functions. The derived weighting functions are centered around zero and decrease 
rapidly with increasingε . This is the desired property, points with a small error shall 
have a large influence on the estimation, whereas points with a large error (outlier) shall 
be rejected. 
A drawback of an M-estimator compared to a non-robust approach (least-square) is 
the additionally introduced computational complexity. Weighting with a hyperbolic or 
trigonometric function is required for each pixel (more than 100 000 for a CIF image) at 
each interaction. The necessary floating point operations and divisions are not desirable 
for hardware and certain DSP implementations. We therefore simplify the weighting 
function to a rectangular function, this means we simply use a binary decision [49], i.e. 













)(                     (3.6) 
Herein c  denotes a tuning constant that is used to adjust the sensitive of the 
algorithm (see below). Computation of eq.3.6 introduces only minor additional 
complexity since the residuals are needed anyway in a differential global motion 
estimator. Moreover the exclusion of pixels even reduces the computational complexity. 











      (3.7) 
This is used for automatic scaling of the weighting function in eq. 3.6.  
Using the above method, the global motion estimation may be as good as the 
estimation using the classical M-estimator, but it is more computationally efficient and 
we found that in most cases its accuracy is satisfactory for our problem at hand. We 
construct a binary-value mask to label those outlier pixels identified in the last iteration 
in which we obtain the global motion estimation Ε . That means, if one pixel is 
identified as motion outlier, the corresponding binary value in the mask is 1, otherwise, 
it is zero. We refer to this mask as outlier energy map because as we will see in the later 
section, the mask will be regarded as a kind of energy distribution and it can radiate to 
its neighborhood.  
 
3.2.2 Establishment Shot Detection 
The input to the establishment shot detection module consists of the motion parameters 
obtained by the global motion estimation module. Our method of detection is based 
primarily on the observation that an establishment shot should exhibit motion with 
significant a0 and a3 component for a sustained period.   
There are quite a number of descriptors that we will use to formulate our algorithm 
of establishment shot detection.  Each descriptor will have a three letter representation 
to make it easier for us to remember them. The descriptors will be described in order 
because most of them are built based on other descriptors. The system also imposes 
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thresholds upon the descriptors. We will denote these thresholds as xxxth where xxx is 
the descriptor name. If there is more than one threshold like in the case of mag 
descriptor, we simply add a number behind ‘th’. For example the thresholds for mag 
descriptor are magth1 and magth2. 
The first descriptor that we are going to discuss is called the magnitude (mag) 
descriptor. This descriptor measures the magnitude of camera translational motion 




0 aamag +=       (3.8) 
It is observed that establishment shot is not only achieved using pans but it can also 
be achieved using tilts, or combination of both. Combining both 0a  and 3a  
parameters provides a better way of recognizing the constant camera movement in any 
direction. It is intuitively clear that if a shot is meant to show a new environment to the 
audience, the length of the shot itself must not be so short that the audience doesn’t have 
the time to get acquainted to the new environment. Thus, the next descriptor will be a 
simple shot length (len).  Any shot having length less than a certain number of frames 
will not be considered as an establishment shot. 
The next descriptor is called the longest constant movement (lcm) descriptor. This 
is the most important descriptor in detecting the establishment shots.  We know from 
the previous explanation that the most basic characteristic of establishment shots is their 
constant camera movement. This descriptor measures the number of frames in which 
the camera moves constantly. The constancy of camera movement is measured using 
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the mag descriptor.  For example, when the mag descriptor is continuously over a 
certain threshold for 50 frames in a shot, then the lcm descriptor will have the value of 
50 unless there is another period of more than 50 frames in the same shot where the mag 
descriptor is over the threshold. Conceptually, lcm can be calculated using the following 
algorithm: 
 
Let lcmi =1, if mag >magth at frame i, 
         0, otherwise 
for i :=1 to len do 
if lcmi = 1 then x++ 
else  { 
if lcm < x then lcm := x 
x :=0 
   } 
 
Based on the previous two descriptors (mag and lcm), we create another descriptor 
called the percentage (pct). This descriptor measures the relative length of lcm against 
the total length (number of frames) of the shot.  For a shot to be classified as an 
establishment shot, it must have a constant camera movement for a certain period of 
time. We can easily use an absolute threshold for the lcm descriptor, that is if the shot 
contains lcm of more than x frames then the shot may be an establishment shot. 
However, it is observed that there is no fixed guideline of the length of establishment 
shots. It depends on the environment that the director wants to introduce to the audience. 
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Hence, it is difficult to find the best absolute threshold for the lcm descriptor. This is 
where the pct descriptor becomes useful. A relative threshold for the lcm length is 
created by means of the pct descriptor. For example, if the pct value of a shot is more 
than x%, then there is a large possibility that the shot is an establishment shot. It may be 
formulated as follows: 
len
lcmpct 10×=
        
(3. 9) 
The establishment shot’s camera movement should be characterized by constant 
speed. It is obvious that if the camera’s speed is varying, then it is not meant to introduce 
the environment; perhaps the camera is following an object. Thus we try to translate this 
characteristic into the next descriptor, which is the standard deviation (dev) of the mag 
















     
(3.10) 
where   
avg = the average of all the mag values 
N = total number of mag values. 
If the value of dev is large, the possibility of the shot being an establishment shot is 
smaller. Conversely, if the value of dev is small, the possibility of the shot being an 
establishment shot is larger. Thus, a large dev value has a detrimental effect towards the 
probability of a shot being an establishment shot. 
However, there is a problem that cannot be solved by the dev descriptor alone. 
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Sometimes an establishment shot starts with the camera not moving. It slowly pans and 
gains speed along the way.  After that it slows down and finally stops at the end of the 
shot.  In this case, the value of dev will be large and the system will think that this may 














Figure 3.3: Case where dev alone is not sufficient 
To overcome this problem, a new descriptor is introduced.  It is the smoothness 
(smo) descriptor. This descriptor measures the smoothness of the graph that is formed 


















      
(3.11)  
where N  is the total number of mag values.  
The value of smo is significant only when the value of dev is large. A small value 
of the smo descriptor indicates that the camera is moving smoothly and this should 
counter the detrimental effect of a large dev value. A large value of smo indicates that 
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the camera is not moving smoothly and this should boost the detrimental effect of a 
large dev value. Table 3.1 gives out an summary of all the descriptors. 




0 aamag +=  The magnitude of the literal translational component (a0 and a3 ) 
lcm  
The duration in which a shot continue to exhibit 
large magnitude of literal translational 
movement 
len  The length of a shot in term of frames 
lenlcmpct /10×=  Measures the relative depth of lcm against of the 



































nn Measures the smoothness of the mag descriptor 
 
The flow chart in Figure 3.4 describes the usage of the descriptors and thresholds, 





Figure 3.4: Flow chart of detection of establishment shots 
 
3.3 Object-Tracking Shot Detection 
The method we put forth in section 3.2 cannot distinguish an establishment shot from an 
object tracking shot since these two kinds of shots exhibit similar motion attributes. In 
this section, we introduce a scheme to detect those object-tracking shots which exhibit 
the same motion features as the establishment shot and are thus liable to confusion. Our 
method has to first extract the target being tracked.  It is quite obvious that the motion 
outlier detection scheme mentioned in section 3.2.1 alone will not produce an accurate 
mask for the moving object due to the lack of texture in the interior of a region and 
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therefore no reliable motion flow can be computed in this region. Our extraction method 
is based on the fusion of the image segmentation and motion outlier detection. The main 
advantage is that they produce a better segmentation as a result. We already discussed 
the problem of global motion estimation in section 3.2. Here we discuss the other two 
components: color image segmentation and generating the final mask for the moving 
object. 
 
3.3.1 Color Image Segmentation 
Extraction of different entities that compose an image constitutes a fundamental task in 
the image processing and analysis chain. This operation, called segmentation, is often 
obligatory in all artificial vision systems. It greatly affects the quality of results of the 
subsequent steps of the analysis. Although there is already vast literature on the subject 
[50], a general segmentation method, which performs well in many contexts, does not 
exist. The employed techniques remain generally dependent on: 
z the specificity’s of the image to process: richness in textures with different 
orientations and/or scales, blurred transitions between regions, occulted 
contours, etc., 
z the types of visual indices (primitives) to extract: edges (steps, lines, junctions), 
uniform regions in the sense of grey levels, textures, forms (segments, curves, 
etc.), etc., 
z the nature of the problem to be solved below the segmentation: 3D 
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reconstruction, pattern recognition, image understanding, automated object 
tracking, etc., 
z the exploitation constraints: computational complexity, real time functioning, 
materials constraints linked to the acquisition systems, memory capacity, etc. 
In addition, as is the case with many tasks in computer vision, the image 
segmentation is an ill-posed problem. The uniqueness, the certitude and the stability of 
the solutions relative to the data entries are not guaranteed. The problem of 
segmentation still remains open, above all in the case of complex images that contain a 
large variety of uniform and/or textured regions. 
In this work, we used a recent color image segmentation technique, namely JSEG 
developed in [51], which has the capability to deal with both homogeneous texture 
regions and homogeneous color regions. JSEG defines a J value at each pixel of the 
original image, from which a J image was constructed. 
This J value is based on the concept of between class variance and within class 
variance. Assume Z is the set of N data points in the region R, each data point has a class 
label i  (i=1, 2, 3…C) where C is the total number of classes. For a color image, the L, 
U, V components of each pixel are quantized into several classes so that each pixel has a 
class label. Denote ),( yx  by z  and let iZ  be the set of Ni data points belonging to 
the ith class, the mean of the data points belonging to the ith class and the mean of all the 


















        
(3.13)  
Clearly, the within class variance wS and the total variance TS of the data set Z 





















     
(3.15) 
The J value of the region R is defined as 
TWT SSSJ /)( −=       (3.16)  
To calculate the corresponding J value at the pixel )y,x(z = , a local circular 
window centered at this pixel is chosen as the region R referred to in the above 
discussion. The size of the local window determines the resolution of the region 
boundary detection. The J image thus obtained is then finally segmented into different 
regions to obtain a region map using region-growing method [52]. 
 
3.3.2 Generating the Final Mask 
 
3.3.2.1 Outlier Energy Propagation 
As we have referred to in section 3.2.1. The result of global motion estimation provides 
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us with an outlier energy map, whose values indicate the locations of motion outliers. 
However, the motion outliers obtained are not enough to fully delineate a region. On the 
other hand, the color segmentation produces a number of closed regions but the object 
itself might be split into several regions. We now fuse the two results to obtain a better 
segmentation. 
We collect from the outlier energy map the outlier energy values of all the pixels at 
the region boundaries in the region map. We also propagate the outlier motion energy of 
all the pixels in the vicinity of the boundary pixels. After that, we identify those regions 
having big outlier motion energy on their boundaries.  
The outlier motion energy at a boundary pixel is calculated in the following way. 
Let )y,x(e bbmotion  or )z(e bmotion  be the outlier motion energy at the boundary 
pixel )y,x(z bbb =  where the subscript b means the pixel is at a region boundary. 
Then identify those non-boundary pixels with nonzero outlier motion energy from the 
energy map. If there is such a pixel z=(x, y) with nonzero outlier motion energy, we 
propagate the outlier motion energy of this pixels, denoted by ),( bmotion zze∆ , to all of its 
neighboring boundary pixels { }),( bbb yxz = . The propagated value from z to zb is 



















bmotion  (3.17) 
where, in the above equation, )z,z(d b is the Euclidean distance between z and zb. The 





bmotionbmotion )z,z(e)z(e     (3.18).  
There are two parameters: the size of the neighborhood andσ . We find that good 
results can be obtained when the neighborhood is a  square area centered at the 
current pixel and σ  is 3. 
We then compute the mean outlier motion energy )R(me i  of ith segmented 







     
(3.19)  
where the summation is over the  pixels on the boundary of region Ri.  Next, we 
identify those regions conforming to the following conditions as candidates of moving 
objects: 
The area of the region A(Ri) ≥ A0. 
The mean motion error energy of the region me(Ri) ≥ me0. 
A0 and me0 are the thresholds of the region area and mean outlier motion energy 
respectively. Finally, merge those regions of area smaller than A0 but of mean motion 
error energy greater than me0 with the neighboring candidate moving objects if there are 
any.  
 
3.3.2.2 Markov Random Field Labeling 





assumption, the motion segmentation obtained previously can be further refined. We 
have therefore adapted the Markov Random Field (MRF) to refine the results of the 
motion segmentation obtained earlier. MRF processes are stochastic models having the 
ability to capture the spatial continuity inherent in images. They can be used to more 
accurately label the segmented regions as independently moving objects or background. 
The energy functions defined for the posteriori energy function are as proposed by Tsaig 
and Averbuch [53]. 
To impose temporal coherency on the labeling, Tsaig and Averbuch [53] 
introduced dynamic memory, which plays an important role in the energy functions. 
This memory is a map defined over the image pixels, and functions approximately as a 
record of the resultant number of times a pixel belongs to foreground region. It is used 
in conjunction with an optical flow based mechanism to shift the memory values 
according to foreground movement. 
However due to the approximating nature of this mechanism and the small size of 
the tracked object relative to the background, this scheme is not suitable for segmenting 
tracked objects in object tracking shots, especially over long sequences. This is due to 
minute background pixels being misclassified with foreground pixels over time, 
adversely affecting region classification.  
We use a new dynamic memory system that defines a piece-wise linear memory 



















   
(3.20)  
where bf c,c  is the number of times it has been classified as foreground and 
background over a predefined number of recent frames. The memory values at both 
ends are capped to ensure more responsiveness, with the positive end having a higher 
cap to reflect the fact that there is more foreground than background. The higher 
gradient near the end of the positive x axis encourages a high  bf cc −  to result in 
higher chances of being classified as foreground. The resultant labeling of regions as 
shown in Fig. 4 using the MRF refines the region segmentation to produce an accurate 
segmentation mask.    
 
3.3.2.3 Tracking  
We use just one criteria to distinguish an object tracking shot from an establishment shot, 
namely the independently moving object(s) must be present throughout most, if not all 
of the entire length of the shot. This is because the object tracking shot is by definition a 
director’s device to focus the attention of the audience on an object(s), without which 
the shot will not serve the purpose. Conversely, the presence of the same independently 





a. Independent object 
segmentation without MRF 
 b. Independent object 
segmentation with MRF 
Figure 3.5: Motion segmentation results 
We exploit certain characteristics unique to object tracking shots. As opposed to 
the traditional problem of tracking large numbers of arbitrarily moving points, we 
correlated a small number of measurements to a similarly small number of objects that 
may possibly be undergoing drastic changes in appearances that make them difficult to 
track. These drastic changes, or “tracking transitions”, include sudden and prolonged 
occlusion, merging, splitting and uncovering. Due to the possibly severe nature of the 
tracking transitions of tracked objects, an approach that is specifically optimized for 
these situations using ad-hoc heuristics will be simpler, and work better. 
For each single frame, the algorithm first uses a dilution morphological filter on 
the motion segmentation mask to filter off noise. This is followed by a greedy recursive 
region filling procedure using 8-connectivity. Regions below a certain size are 
eliminated, and remaining ones are labeled with a region number. Several blob 
attributes like the area, centroid, moments and color statistics of each of the 3 channels 
are extracted from every region. Finally, the area of overlap between the present and 
previous frame’s segmentation mask for every possible pair of regions is computed.  
Let an object blob be Ok,i, where k is the frame number where the object blob is 
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observed and i is the index of the blob in its frame. The validation measure we use 
consists of both the centroid distance and area overlap between Ok,i and Ok-1,j, where  i, 
j are blob indices iterating through every valid blob in its frame. We find that area 
overlap is a very robust and accurate method to find one-to-one correspondence 
between blobs not undergoing transitions.  
We next detect for merging and splitting transitions. However assuming that such 
transitions only involve two blobs, the area overlap measure can once again determine 
the correspondences that give rise to these transitions. We then detect occlusion and 
unocclusion transitions. If we hypothesize Ok-1,j maps to Ok,i via these transitions, then 
both their area change and overlap should be above a threshold. Finally, the following 
criteria should hold true: 
 )O,SSD(O)O,SSD(OT ik,j1,kik,j1,k −− >     (3.21)  
where OTk-1,j  is Ok-1,j  transposed by centroid differences between   Ok-1,j, Ok,i  and 
SSD is the Sum of Squared Difference defined over the pixels in the overlap.  
We use the number of recent frames over which a blob is undergoing transition as a 
measure of blob instability. This allows us to constantly save a blob’s attributes while it 
is stable for later matching and identification purposes, where the Mahalanobo distance 
of blob attributes is used for matching. We also incorporate the ability to delete and 
initiate new blobs to identify objects that may be temporarily merged or occluded in 




3.4 Experimental Results 
For the test, we used 50 video shots (totally 54 minutes) cut out manually from four 
VCDs (The Bodyguard, The Cliffhanger, The Predator, Walking with Dinosaur). In 
these clips, there are 16 establishment shots, 7 object-tracking shots and 27 other shots. 
After the first step of establishment detection, there are totally 22 shots detected as 
establishment shots. We called these shots as potential establishment shots in table 3.2. 
The true class labeling of these shots are listed in the last three columns in the same 
table. 
Table 3.2: Complete results of the experiments 
 No. of 
clips ES TS Other 
Test Database 50 16 7 27 
Potential ES 22 14 6 2 
Potential TS 6 1 5 0 
Correctly 
Classified 43 13 5 25 
ES: establishment shot; TS: object-tracking shot 
 
As expected, most of the object-tracking shots were falsely detected as 
establishment shots.  We then passed the output of the first step, i.e. a total of 22 
potential establishment shots, to the module for object-tracking shot detection. Five of 
them were correctly detected as potential object-tracking shots, with one false alarm. 
Due to the lack of sustained independent motion in establishment shots, the tracking 
module had no difficulty in recognizing most true establishment shots save for one false 
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alarm, which was due to violation of the affine model assumption. There was one 
remaining object tracking shots that was misidentified as potential establishment shots. 
This is missed by the tracking module because the tracked object was too small for the 
motion segmentation module to detect it. Due to the rarity of intermittent panning 
establishment shots, this category of shot was not tested. However the tracking 
mechanics involved is exactly equivalent to non-transition tracking, if not simpler: 




Chapter 4  
Time-to-Collision Shots 
 
A time-to-collision (TTC) TTC value at an instant t is defined as “the time that remains 
until a collision between two objects would have occurred if the collision course and 
speed difference are maintained”, see, e.g., Hyden [54]. Time-to-collision (TTC) 
detection has been widely used in autonomous robot navigation to detect and avoid any 
incoming obstacles.  It has also been used in steering control for safe car driving and in 
braking and landing reactions.  But the applicability of the TTC detection in video 
indexing has not been explored thoroughly. 
 A common technique used in film is the zooming-in shot to create a sense of 
impending collision.  Filmmakers often use this shot to intensify the audience’s 
emotional involvement with the subject, to clarify detail, or to identify objects of 
importance. We called such a shot the time-to-collision (TTC) shot. Clearly, the 
significance of such shot stems directly from its psychological impact: human beings are 
responsive to impending colliding objects.  
It is also clear that the emotional meaning of the TTC shot can shift depending on 
how it is juxtaposed within its surrounding shots. The following sections discuss the 
psychological effects a photographer can make using the device of TTC shot. 




4.1 Psychological Effects  
4.1.1 Suspense 
Suspense is generated when the audience is led to anticipate an exciting development or 
payoff.  When creating a suspense scene, most directors tend to follow this 
cue-delay-fulfillment (payoff) pattern [55].  The audience is first cued to some 
impending action that is then delayed.  The audience will be left hanging and their 
tension will gradually build up.  Then comes the payoff and hopefully by that time, the 
audience’s expectations on the final explosive moments have already been intensified. 
In general, camera movement may be used to create this delay effects.  For 
instance, if the director slowly dollies the camera forward on a detail, gradually 
enlarging it but delaying the fulfillment of our expectations, the camera movement has 
contributed to suspense.  In addition, if the director films a character moving slowly 
towards the camera, or if the director chooses to use a slow camera zoom in on a detail, 
the same delay effect will also be created. 
 
4.1.2 Intimacy 
Intimacy refers to the processes of psychologicalization connected to the perception of 
character faces or bodies.  By portraying the face in close up, the cinematographer 
makes it possible for the audience to know intimately the face of the character portrayed 
and hence by implication to read his/her thoughts and feelings.  As a result of that, the 
audience can get psychologically intimate with the character.  Moreover, by varying the 
camera-to-subject distance, the cinematographer can manipulate the audience’s 
emotional involvement with the subject in complex ways.  The spectator’s viewpoint, 
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of course, is the camera’s.  What the camera sees is what the spectator sees.  As the 
camera moves closer to a character, the audience is brought into that character’s personal 
space which evokes greater intimacy between the audience and the character.  Hence, 
by zooming in or dollying towards (TTC) the subject’s face or body, the 
cinematographer can call the audience’s attention to significant facial expressions or 
gestures and thereby, allows the audience to get psychologically intimate with the 
subject.   
 
4.1.3 Terror 
Terror in our context can range from fear, panic or shock portrayed by the characters in 
the scene.  Resolution into each of these psychological states depends on what is being 
portrayed by the cinematographer.  For instance, in a chase scene, the director can use a 
variety of camera movements to dynamically bring out the panicky state that the prey or 
victim is experiencing as the pursuer is chasing after him/her.  Such camera movements 
include dolly shots that offer the audience views of the characters from the front as they 
run towards the camera, dolly shots that follow characters during the chase, and finally, 
dolly shots that offer the audience point of view of a certain character during the chase.   
 
4.1.4 Others 
Sometimes, the cinematographer needs to direct the audience’s attention to a particular 
object and to signify its importance to the audience.  Zoom lenses are capable of 
performing this kind of attention grabbing technique since they can magnify the object 
of interest ten times or more, so that the audiences seem to move closer to that object of 
interest.  Also, the surrounding space around the object of interest is excluded gradually 
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during zoom in and the audience’s attention is directed to the larger and normally 
centralized objects.  Although the straight cut (suddenly cutting from medium to close 
shot) can similarly attract the attention of the audience, it cannot induce the “intentional 
movement” of the audience’s consciousness [57].  Only through the process of 
zooming in (TTC), the cinematographer can gradually direct the audience’s attention 
towards the object of greatest dramatic significance. 
 
4.2 Detection of TTC Shots 
4.2.1 Prior Work in TTC Evaluation 
Micheli et al. [58] proposed a modification of a technique for the computation of optical 
flow by Verri et al. [59] and from the vector fields obtained, 3-D motion parameters such 
as angular velocity and time-to-collision are computed.  Their approach to estimate the 
time-to-collision parameter can be broken into two main steps.  Firstly, the optical flow 
),( yx uuu =r is computed from the second order derivatives of image brightness as 




→ −=      (4.1) 


















































Secondly, from a sparse optical flow, the singular point (i.e. a point where the 
motion field vanishes) ),(
__
yxPT =  is located and the nature of the singular point is 
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analyzed by estimating the six parameters cbayx ,,,,
__















     (4.3) 
and ),( yx uuu =  is the least square approximation computed in a 50 x 50 pixels array 
centered on approximately the singular point (focus of expansion).  The 
time-to-collision is then computed as ( )( ) 12/ −+ da .  The authors also mentioned that 
by taking a single scanline of pixels possibly passing near the focus of expansion, an 
almost correct time-to-collision can be obtained. 
The main disadvantage of the above technique is that the reliability of the 
time-to-collision measurements depends heavily on the accuracy of the optical flow 
around the singular points.  In order to compute a reliable optical flow, it is necessary to 
have well textured image and the viewed scene can be approximated by a piecewise 
planar surface parallel to the image plane.  
A more common approach to compute the time-to-collision between an object and 
an observer in relative motion is to extract the differential invariants of the image 
velocity field [60][61][62][63].  Unlike the previous technique, this approach does not 
need to compute the singular point or focus of expansion.  The first-order differential 
invariants – the divergence, curl and pure deformation are defined as combinations of 
the partial derivatives of the image velocity field, 
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     (4.4) 
where µ specifies the orientation of the axis of expansion and the subscripts indicate the 
corresponding partial derivatives of the image velocity field. The time-to-collision, tc is 








      (4.5) 
The upper and lower estimates of the time-to-collision are equal when there is no 
deformation. This is the case in which the translational velocity is along the optical axis 
(Z-axis) or when viewing a front-parallel surface (zero depth gradient locally) [61]. 
One of the advantages of the technique as described is that the curl, divergence and 
the magnitude of the deformation are scalar invariants and do not depend on the 
particular choice of coordinate system.  Another advantage is that the divergence and 
deformation components of the image velocity field are unaffected by arbitrary 
rotational motion of the camera.  Hence, a more accurate estimation of the 
time-to-collision parameter can be obtained.  On the other hand, the divergence will fail 
to provide a good estimate to the time-to-collision parameter when a slanted surface is 
translating parallel to the image plane (i.e. deformation is not equal to zero) or when 
there are certain motion discontinuities present that violate planar assumption.  Another 
problem in using this technique is that the affine transformation approximation will 
break down when the object surface is non-planar and this will lead to degradation in the 
estimate of the time-to-collision parameter. 
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Meyer et al. [64] also use a similar approach to estimate the time-to-collision from 
differential invariants but they introduce an extra temporal dimension to their 
formulation.  They first assume that the optical flow field can be segmented into 







































    (4.6) 
where div, rot, hyp1 and hyp2 correspond to the divergence, rotational, and the two 
hyperbolic vector sub-fields.  The authors then extend their formulations to incorporate 
temporal information by considering several successive images as a global set of 
observations. The attractiveness of incorporating a temporal dimension in the 3-D 
structure-and-motion from 2-D motion problem has also been discussed by Subbarao 
[60].  The temporal parameters are introduced by taking partial derivatives of the four 
differential invariants: div, rot, hyp1, hyp2 with respect to time.  The coefficients of the 
affine models as seen in equation (4.6) together with their temporal derivatives are 
estimated using a multiresolution method combined with temporal filtering by a Kalman 
filter.  The time-to-collision parameter is then recovered using the estimated 
coefficients. 
Several researchers have explored the relationship between the time-to-collision 
and the divergence of the normal flow field.  For instance, Nelson et al. [65] proposed 
that the directional divergence could be used to accomplish obstacle avoidance in a 
qualitative way.  Potential obstacles are detected because the distance to the obstacle is 
positively correlated to the magnitude of the directional divergence.  Hence, as implied, 
time-to-collision is simply inversely proportional to the directional divergence.  
According to the authors, it is advantageous to use the directional divergence as a 
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qualitative motion cue in the process of obstacle avoidance during visual navigation 
because it is invariant under rotational motion of the sensor and will work even if the 
three-dimensional rigidity of the scene is not assumed. 
Tistarelli et al. [66] have also explored the relationship between the 
time-to-collision and the divergence of the normal flow field.  They proposed that the 
polar and log-polar mappings could be used to simplify the motion equations, thereby 
allowing the direct computation of the time-to-collision from the velocity field and its 














ξξ at ec     (4.7) 
where 
•ξ  and •γ  are the radial and angular component of the optical flow after a 
logarithmic mapping is performed respectively.  According to the authors, Equation 
(4.7) is very similar to the divergence operator given by Nelson et al. [65] when there is 
no tangential motion with respect to the image plane (i.e. Vx = 0 and Vy = 0). 
Similarly, the relationship between time-to-collision and the divergence is 
examined by Burlina et al. [67].  They proposed a method to recover the 
time-to-collision using spectral operators derived from Mellin transform analysis.  
They argued that for the case where the camera motion results in a divergent flow in the 
image motion field, it is easier to interpret this type of motion in the spatiotemporal 
Mellin transform domain than in the frequency domain.  The Mellin transformation 
will result in the separation of the spectrum into two parts: a structural term 
corresponding to the spatial Mellin transform of the static image, and a kinematic term 
depending on the time-to-collision (a motion support). 
In all the related works discussed so far, the estimation of the time-to-collision 
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requires the computation of the derivatives of a flow field.  These methods share the 
same drawback of being sensitive to the errors in the estimates of the optical flow as 
these estimates are always corrupted by noise which is amplified by the process of 
differentiation.  In an attempt to improve the stability and accuracy of the methods, 
many researchers have used Green’s theorem, which relates the integral of the optical 
flow field along an image contour to the integral of the divergence of the field on the 
surface bounded by the contour, in their algorithms.  For instance, Cipolla et al. [61] 
relate the temporal derivative of the area of a tracked closed contour and its moments to 
the differential invariants of the image velocity field.  Since taking the temporal 
derivative of the area and its moments is equivalent to the integration of the normal 
image velocities around the closed contours, their approach is effectively computing the 
average values of the differential invariants and has better immunity to image noise 





⋅+= →→∫    (4.8) 
where If is the moments of area of a contour, a(t) is the area of a contour of interest at 
time t and f is a scalar function of image position (x,y) that defines the moment of 
interest.  Equation (4.8) can be used to solve for the six affine transformation 
parameters and hence, time-to-collision can be determined. 
Similarly, Duric et al. [75] also proposed another technique that uses the Green’s 
theorem to compute the rate of approach which is equivalent to the inverse of the 
time-to-collision.  They derived a formula that relates the integral of the normal motion 
field along a closed image contour to the average value of the rate of approach on a 
surface patch whose image is bounded by the contour and to a surface integral that 
depends on the surface slant of the patch.  The main limitation of this method and the 
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previous method is that the stability of the results depends on the accuracy of the closed 
loop contours being tracked.  Hence, these methods are very sensitive to occlusions of 
the tracked contour. 
Now that we have covered a substantial number of related works in detecting TTC, 
it should be pointed out that the accuracy of the methods described so far has not been 
analyzed.  This is because that most of the papers reviewed in this thesis use different 
set of images in their experiments and hence, it is not possible to compare their results on 
a common ground.  Moreover, it is hard to do a comparison when the assumptions 
made about the type of motion present in the image sequences are different for each 
paper. 
 
4.2.2 Time-To-Collision (TTC) Estimation 
Our approach is similar to the one proposed by Micheli et al [58], but we got the 
coefficients a  and d  from the affine motion model parameters. The affine motion 







      (4.9) 
The time-to-collision (TTC), which is the time that will elapse before the object and 




TTC +== →      (4.10) 
 
In the original equation (see equation (4.5)), the TTC is actually bounded by the 
deformation term.  Here, we have made an assumption that there is no deformation 
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present in the image flow field.  As a consequence, error can arise.  For instance, in a 
shot as shown in Figure 4.1, the camera is actually translating to right and is on a 
collision path with the destroyer.  However, since there is a component of translational 
motion parallel to the image plane, the deformation term, which depends entirely on 
lateral motion (Vx, Vy), will be very large.  If we subtract the deformation (which is 
always positive) from the divergence term in equation 4.3, the TTC computed will be 
high.  Hence, this shot in figure 4.1 will not be recovered even though the destroyer is 
getting closer to the camera and there is impending collision. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: A shot taken from Tomorrow Never Dies in which the camera is translating 
to the right and getting closer to the destroyer 
 
After computing the TTC for each frame in the video sequence, the final step in our 
TTC detection algorithm is to recover the TTC shots from the video sequence.  In a shot 
depicting an impending collision, the TTC values for every frame within that shot 
should be fairly small.  If the TTC has a very large or negative value, then it simply 
means that the object is moving away from the camera and there is no possibility of a 
collision.  After experimenting with some training video sequences, we set the 
threshold for the TTC value in each frame to be 1000, i.e. for TTC value greater than 
1000 or less than 0, a default high value of 10000 is set.  Finally, the log of the average 




4.2.3 Performance Evaluation 
The performance of the TTC detection algorithm will be expressed in terms of recall and 
precision.  The recall parameter measures the percentage of correct detection declared 
by the TTC detection algorithm with respect to the number of TTC shots actually 
present in the video sequence.  Similarly, the precision parameter measures the 
percentage of correct detection with respect to the total number of declarations made by 













     (4.11) 
 
where Nc, Nm and Nf correspond to the number of correct detections, number of missed 
detections and number of false detections respectively.  Note that the sum of Nc and Nm 
is the number of TTC shots actually present in the video sequence and the sum of Nc and 
Nf is the number of declaration made by the TTC detection algorithm. 
The final output from the TTC algorithm is shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5.  Note that 
the horizontal axis of the graph is based on shot number, not frame number.  The shots 
with log(average TTC over a shot) less than 7 are classified as TTC shots.  Using 
equation (4.10), the recall and precision for our TTC detection algorithm are obtained as 
follows: 
Total number of correct detections, Nc = 43 
Total number of missed detections, Nm = 14 














From the above statistics, we can see that the recall and precision for our TTC 
detection algorithm are well above seventy percent.  Hence, our algorithm can be said 
to perform reasonably well to the rather challenging data set.  However, our algorithm 
still needs further refinement as there are quite a handful of false alarms.  Before 
improvements to our TTC detection algorithm are proposed, the results that we have 
obtained are discussed in the following sections. The following are some example shots 
which as been classified as TTC shot correctly. 
 
Frame 8 Frame 18 Frame 28 
Figure 4.2: 8th, 18th and 28th frame of a shot showing a zoom in shot on the cockpit of 
an airplane 
  
Frame 4 Frame 24 Frame 44 
Figure 4.3: 4th, 24th, 44th and 64th frame of a shot showing the point of view of a missile 
cruising over the snow mountain 
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Frame 4 Frame 12 Frame 20 
Figure 4.4: 4th, 12th and 20th frame of a shot showing a jeep moving closer to the 
camera. 
 
4.2.3.1 False Detections 
The commonly encountered false detections can be classified into two types of shots, 
namely, lateral movement and apparent looming shot.  An example for each type of 
falsely detected TTC shots will be discussed in the following sub-sections. 
 
Lateral Movement 
Figure 4.14 illustrates a lateral movement shot in which the camera is trying to track the 
movement of the man as he runs to the left.  During the leftward tracking process of the 
camera, the background is actually moving to the right while the man is running in the 
direction of the camera movement and is running faster than the camera.  Hence, there 
is an accelerated lateral flow in the horizontal direction (i.e. in the x direction).  From 
equation 4.10, we know that the divergence is directly proportional to the sum of 1a  
and 5a , where 1a  and 5a  are the rate of change of flow velocity (u, v) in the x and y 
direction respectively.  Hence, the divergence computed for the above-mentioned shot 
will be small since there is an accelerated lateral movement in the x direction (i.e. large 
ux as shown in Figure 4.5.  This will cause our algorithm to misclassify this shot as TTC 
shot even though the man in Figure 4.5 is not going to collide with the camera. 
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Frame 4 Frame 13 Frame 22 
Figure 4.5: 4th, 13th and 22nd frame of a lateral movement shot, the shot is showing a 
camera trying to follow a man who is running to the left  
 
A possible solution to avoid misclassifying this lateral movement shot as TTC shot 
is to detect the movement of the object.  If the object moves from one region on the 
image frame to the next and the image size of the object staying relatively unchanged, 
then we can safely say that this shot is a lateral movement shot.  Conversely, if the 
object stays at the same place in the image region and becomes larger, then we can 
predict that this object is going to collide with camera.  This strategy to detect possible 
collisions has also been used to train airline pilots and other fliers [56].  More details on 






Figure 4.6: Plot of ux and vy for each frame in the lateral movement shot 
 
Apparent Looming Shot 
Figure 4.7 illustrates an example of the apparent looming shot that is being picked up by 
our TTC detection algorithm.  In that example, the movement of the man situated on the 
left-hand side of the image frame causes the brightly lit background, which is occluded 
initially, to be revealed gradually.  This phenomenon is highlighted in Figure 4.7.  To 
the affine motion estimation module, it senses an expanding object (brightly lit 
background) and thus, a divergent flow field is created.  The divergent flow field will in 
turn result in a small TTC being computed by our TTC estimation module since TTC is 
inversely proportional to divergence.  Hence, our algorithm misclassifies this shot as 
TTC shot.  In other words, this misclassification is mainly caused by the problem of 




Frame 5 Frame 25 Frame 45 
Figure 4.7: 5th, 25th and 45th frame of a shot showing a man on the left turning his 
body to face the other guy on the right 
 
4.2.3.2 Missed TTC Shots 
Due to insufficient number of TTC frames within a shot, some valid TTC shots are 
undetected by our TTC detection algorithm.  This is because sometimes within a shot, 
there exists only a certain period of time when impending collision is encountered.  For 
example, in the shot as shown in Figure 4.8, camera zoom in (TTC) only takes place for 
a period of 30 frames, out of a total of 159 frames.  As a result, our algorithm computed 
a large average TTC value for this particular shot and missed it after thresholding was 
done. 
A possible solution to this problem is to define a window with a fixed number of 
frames and slide this window over shots having considerably large number of frames.  
The average TTC value for each window is then computed and the window is classified 
as TTC window if the average TTC value falls within a certain threshold.  Hence, for 
the example in Figure 4.8, if the window managed to capture the zoom in frames, then 




Frame 1 to 100 - Panning 
 
  
Frame 110 to 140 – Zoom In 
 
  
Remaining Frames – Zoom Out 
Figure 4.8: A shot taken from our test sequence illustrating insufficient number of TTC 
frames within a shot. 
 
4.3 Pilot Cue in TTC Shots Detection 
4.3.1 Introduction to the Pilot Cue 
A good TTC detection algorithm should minimize the number of false alarms and misses 
while maximizing the number of correctly identified TTC shots.  Therefore, based on 
the non-ideal recall and precision values that we have obtained in the previous chapter, 
primarily due to lateral movement motion and non-planar surfaces, there is a need to 
refine our algorithm further to produce better results.  Hence, in this section, a simple 
and novel method to refine our TTC detection algorithm will be presented.  The main 
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advantage of the proposed method is that it does not require our existing algorithm to be 
replaced totally and it will only make use of the existing modules in our TTC detection 
algorithm. 
In airline pilots and other fliers’ training school, pilots are taught that if another 
aircraft stays in the same location through their windscreen and grows larger, they 
should immediately take evasive action as the aircraft that they see on their windscreen 
is on a direct collision course with their aircraft [73].  For instance, the aircraft that 
appears on the pilot’s windscreen, as shown in Figure 4.9(a), will be on a collision 
course with the pilot’s aircraft if sometime later, the aircraft has stayed in the same 
location on the windscreen and has grown bigger in size, as illustrated in Figure 4.9(b). 
This method to detect potential collision can also be used in our TTC detection 
algorithm to extract TTC shots.   
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9: (a) A view of an aircraft on a windscreen and (b) the aircraft has stayed in 
the same location and has grown bigger in size 
 
4.3.2 Pilot Cue Used in TTC Shots Detection 
Given an image sequence, our goal here is to determine whether the object depicted in 
the sequence has stayed in the same region of the image frame and has grown larger.  
The approach that we take is to first divide the 352x288 image into 99 smaller square 
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regions of size 30x30 (note that there is some offset at the boundary of the image).  The 
square regions cannot be made too small since the computation of the affine parameters 
becomes unstable.  Experimental results have shown that stable results for the 
first-order affine parameters can be obtained from regions with as many as 30 to 40 
pixels [74]. 
For each square region, the six affine parameters are estimated using the dense flow 
field obtained from the optical flow estimation module.  Then from the affine 
parameters, the TTC for each square region will be computed and a square will be 
labeled as TTC square if its TTC falls below a threshold of 100 (determined by some 
training sequences).  In addition, the square must have strong edge strength before it is 
being labeled as TTC square.  This step is needed to make our algorithm more robust as 
weak edges tend to give rise to noisy optical flow. 
Finally, the centroid of the TTC squares, as well as the total number of TTC squares, 
will be computed for each image frame.  The centroids for the entire image sequence 
are said to stay in the same region of the image frame if the computed centroids fall 
within a circular boundary with center given by the center of the centroids and the radius 
given by 90 percent of the average flow strength for each pixel (percentage determined 
by some training sequences).  The average flow strength is considered because it gives 
a rough indication of the amount of spatial movement present in the image.  As for the 
number of TTC squares, we plot these numbers along the time axis and use least square 
fit to find the best fitting straight line through these points.  A positive line gradient will 
indicate that the number of TTC squares is increasing.  If the image sequence satisfies 




4.4 Experimental Results and Discussion 
A series of experiments have been performed to investigate the feasibility of our pilot 
cue in detecting TTC shots and its contribution to our TTC detection algorithm.  Two 
video sequences will be discussed in this section. 
 
4.4.1 Sequence 1 – Collision 
Sequence 1 is a 38 frames video sequence whereby a man is running towards the camera.  
Figure 4.10 illustrates the 4th, 19th and 35th frame of the video sequence and its 
corresponding optical flow diagram.  Using the method discussed in the previous 
section, the centroid of the TTC squares for each frame in the video sequence is 
computed and plotted as shown in Figure 4.11.  All the centroids in this video sequence 
were found to lie within the circular boundary with center given by the center of the 
centroids – (7.08, 4.22) and radius given by 90 percent of the average flow strength for 
each pixel – 2.55.  Hence, the first condition that the centroids must stay within the 
same region in the image frame is satisfied. 
The number of TTC squares for each frame in the video sequence was also plotted 
as shown in Figure 5.3.  Using least square fit, the gradient of the straight line that best 
fit the curve was found to be 0.39 squares/frame.  Hence, the second condition that the 






Frame 4 Frame 19 Frame 35 
Figure 4.10: 4th, 19th and 35th frame of a video sequence and its corresponding optical 
flow – the video sequence is showing a man running towards the camera 
 
Clearly from the analysis conducted, the pilot cue, which requires the object to stay 
in the same region of the image frame and grows large, has been satisfied.  Hence, we 
have shown that it is feasible to use pilot cue to detect TTC shot where the object is 
moving towards the camera and there is impending collision. 
 
 






Figure 4.12: A graph of the number of squares with low TTC against the frame number 
for video sequence 1 
 
4.4.2 Sequence 2 – Non-Collision 
Sequence 2 is a 57 frames documentary video sequence whereby a wild boar is running 
towards and across the viewing camera.  The image size for this video sequence is now 
352x240 instead of the usual 352x288 and hence, the image is divided into 77 smaller 
square regions each of size 30x30 (offset at the boundary is still provided).  Figure 4.13 
shows the 4th, 29th and 54th frame of the video sequence and its corresponding optical 
flow diagram.  Visually, it is easy to notice that although the wild boar is running closer 
to the camera, it is not on a direct collision course with the camera.  Hence, the goal 
here is to show that this video sequence does not satisfy our pilot cue – i.e. although the 
wild boar in the video sequence is growing bigger in size, it is not staying within the 
same region in the image frame. 
Using the method as described in section 4.3, the centroid of the TTC squares for 
each frame in the video sequence is computed and plotted as shown in Figure 4.14.  
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Most of the centroids are found to lie in the lower half of the image frame which 
corresponds to the region of the wild boar’s movement.  Also, the centroids do not lie 
within the circular boundary with center define by the center of the centroids – (6.14, 
3.89) and with radius define by 90 percent of the average flow strength – 1.10.  Hence, 
the first condition that the centroids have to stay within the same region in the image 
frame is not satisfied.  This implies that the wild boar is not staying in the same location 
on the image frame. 
Next, the number of TTC squares is computed for each of the frame in the video 
sequence and plotted as shown in Figure 4.15.  From the figure, we can observe that the 
gradient of the straight line obtained using least square fit is positive and is found to be 
0.13 squares/frame.  Hence, the second condition of the pilot cue is satisfied, i.e. the 
total number of TTC squares is increasing.  This implies that the wild boar is moving 
closer to the camera.  However, there is no impending collision with the camera since 




Frame 4 Frame 29 Frame 54 
Figure 4.13: 4th, 29th and 54th frame of a video sequence and its corresponding optical 
flow – the video sequence is showing a wild boar running across the viewing camera and 




From the above analysis, we have shown that it is also feasible to use pilot cue to 
detect object that is moving closer to the camera but is not on a direct collision course 
with the camera.  Hence, the pilot cue will be extremely useful in our TTC detection 
algorithm to reduce the number of false detections that are caused by lateral movement.  
We just need to show that the centroid of the object undergoing lateral movement does 
not stay in the same location throughout the entire shot. 
 






Figure 4.15 A graph of the number of squares with low TTC against the frame 




By incorporating the pilot cue into our TTC detection algorithm and using the same test 
sequence in section 4.4, we are able to improve the precision by around 7%.  Most of 
the false detections that are due to lateral movement are removed.  Although the 
improvement made seems relatively small, the pilot cue which relies only on existing 
modules in our TTC detection algorithm is certainly a good investment.  Moreover, we 
are able to improve the robustness of our TTC detection algorithm by making sure that 
the detected TTC shots satisfy the pilot cue as well. 
Although the pilot cue can improve the performance of our TTC detection 
algorithm, it still contains many limitations since it only relies on very simple 
constraints to detect TTC shot.  The main limitation of our pilot cue is that it fails when 
the object, which is undergoing lateral movement, is very near to the viewing camera 
such that its boundary has a tendency to go out of the image frame.  Our pilot cue relies 
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on the low TTC values that are present at strong edges and hence, if the object boundary 
which possessed strong edge strength goes out of the image frame, the centroids and the 
total number of TTC squares computed will be erroneous.  The other limitations 
include the inability to detect false alarms caused by apparent looming shots and TTC 




Video Indexing Using Contextual Cues 
 
In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we have discussed the method proposed to detect three 
special kinds of shots, i.e., establishment shot, object-tracking shot and TTC shot. All of 
our work at this stage is still at the intermediate semantic level. In the practical video 
indexing process, very few people would describe those enquiries such as: “please select 
an establishment shot” or “please show me all the TTC shots”.  As we have argued in 
chapter 1, the structure of videos can be analogous to the structure of a language to a 
certain extent, although not very accurate. In the research community of speech 
recognition, the first proposed task is recognizing a single syllable, then comes the 
recognition of a single word.  Just like that from continuously juxtaposed words, we 
can derive the special meaning of a sentence, our argument is that a special kind of shot 
can also be a significant clue to the understanding of a sequence. In this chapter, we will 
focus on the significance of the aforementioned three shots in the understanding of 
videos. The content of this chapter is just to mention some initial ideas which are still in  
development. 
 
5.1 Establishment Shot 
To have an initial concept of the problem, let’s read the following sentence:  




Here, the first phrase jumped into our sight is “a long time ago”. Seeing this phrase, 
even if we do not read the following words, we can imagine quickly that this sentence is 
highly possible a start of a narrative story, i.e. this is the head of the story unit. What we 
expect to see in the beginning part of the story unit is usually the description of the 
characters, location and time involved in the story. This kind of information is very 
important, if we want to repeat the story in a short style in the future. An establishment 
shot plays a similar role in a video sequence. An establishment shot intends to bring the 
audience to the environment on the whole of the following story. From this point, we can 
find out two potential value of the detection of an establishment shot: 
z Looking for the beginning of a story unit. This beginning is also the end of the 
previous story unit, and it will help us to locate the story unit boundary, i.e. 
segmentation of video sequence in the story unit level. 
z In the abstraction of video sequence. Because the beginning part of the story 
unit can provide us with the synoptic information, it can be incorporated in the 
video for the abstraction.  
For the first one, someone may say that not all of the story units begin with an 
establishment shot.  However, after we have made a statistics from the database of our 
manually segmented scenes. At least 25% of them begin with an establishment shot. 
What’s more, those scene clips beginning with an establishment shot have a more 
significant impact on the whole representation than those without. During the middle of 
a plot, because the viewer already have a clear idea of where the happening is and when 
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it takes place, the establishment shot is not used often. This can also guide us in the 
abstraction stage. Those scene segments with an establishment shot are more 
informative, the others are most likely the detail description of the plot of a story. 
However, in the abstraction, we need to pick up the most informative parts with the 
compromise of losing some details.  
 
5.2 Object Tracking Shot 
Next consider the object-tracking shot. It is obvious that object tracking by itself means 
motion. High motion activity usually attracts the audience’s attention. However, it is 
more important to using object-tracking shot in some special event detection. In the 
following, we will demonstrate how it is possible to use object tracking shot to detect a 
hunting event.  
A hunt usually begins with a stalking phase and ends with either a kill or an escape. 
However certain hunts may not start with a stalk and goes straight into the chasing phase. 
In this thesis, the events are modelled as states and the process that brings the hunt from 
one state to another is known as the transition. The stalk, chase, kill and escape are the 
events that may occur in a hunt. We will now further discuss in detail the events and how 
we may detect it by the camera motions involved in the hunts. 
 
5.2.1 Stalking 
The stalking phase of a video may be taken by a static shot, slow panning/tracking shot 
or a slow dollying/zooming shot. In a static shot, usually there is little movement of the 
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predator or prey and they remain in the static frame of the camera. This phase shows the 
predator observing the prey’s actions and the prey is unlikely to have noticed the 
predator yet. This shot may also be taken in a close up to show the predator’s 
expressions or may also be taken with a point of view shot of the predator looking at the 
prey with the viewer in the predator’s view. For slow panning/tracking and 
dollying/zooming, this is done with the camera laterally tracking or frontally tracking 
the subjects of interest. The predator may be quietly following behind the prey before 
the chase begins. A dollying/zooming shot may also be taken with the point of view of a 
predator or prey to make it more real for the viewer. 
 
5.2.2 Chasing 
In the chasing phase of a hunt, it may be the form of the predator chasing prey shot, 
predator shot or prey shot.  
  
(a). Predator chase prey shot (b). Predator shot 
Figure 5.1: (a) and (b) show examples of a predator chase prey shot or a predator 
shot. 
 
These shots are often medium to long shots and a good proportion of it shows the 
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background of the shot. Chase shots are usually a fast panning/tracking or fast 
dollying/zooming shot. In the case of subjects in flight, it may be a fast booming/tilting 
kind of shot. The key here is that these kinds of shots are fast tracking shots which can be 
readily detected. For the panning/tracking shots, tracking is normally in the lateral 
direction and there may be frequent change of direction due to the unpredictability of a 
hunt chase. Occlusion may also be frequently encountered here especially in long shots 
due to the environment in which hunts occur. Dollying/zooming shots are normally used 
for frontal tracking; they usually exhibit less sudden changes in motion direction. They 
are also less likely to experience occlusion because they are more likely to be close up or 
medium shots following the chase closely. Often they are shot as point of view shots 
either as a 3rd party viewer, the view of the predator or the view of a prey. Some more 
artistic methods of filming include attaching the camera on the predator or prey to give 
the viewer a bird’s eye view of the chase. These kinds of hunt videos are more 
unorthodox and less frequently encountered. 
 
5.2.3 Attack, Kill or Escape 
An attack is usually signified by a sudden slow down of the chase and momentary 
contact between the predator or the prey either with a panning/tracking or 
dollying/zooming shot. In the ideal case of hunt detection, we hope to be able to 
successfully detect an attack by tracking the individual subject’s behaviour but current 
motion algorithm’s limitations mean that we are not able to do so.  After an 
unsuccessful attack, the hunt may go back into the chase which can be observed by the 
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camera’s tracking motions. In the case of an attack which occurs when the action is fast 
and only lasts for a split second, the system may be unable to detect these kinds of 
situations due to the continuity of the camera tracking motion.  
In the case of a successful attack, there will be a kill. This is usually represented by 
a static shot of the predator devouring the prey as seen in Fig. 5.2 and signifies the end of 
the hunt. Sometimes the camera will zoom in on the kill. 
 
Figure 5.2: Example of a kill end of the hunt 
 
An escape is slightly more complicated. It may occur in the form of 
panning/tracking, a static shot or dollying/zooming. A static shot will focus on the 
predator giving up and watching the prey escape. A panning/tracking or 
dollying/zooming shot will show the prey running away. These usually occur in the form 
of slow to medium tracking as the prey is usually a distance away from the predator 
already. 
A combination of the hunt rules will result in the state diagram shown in Fig. 5.3. 
The hunt can either begin with a stalk or any of the chase states. On the other hand, it 
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Figure 5.3: Basic Hunt State Diagram 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Example of Hunt Story Unit 
ends in either a kill or escape. The transitions are one way only, indicated with an arrow 
and a transition indicates a change of event. The order of events occurring in a hunt has 
Predator shot Predator chase prey 
Prey Predator chase prey Attac
Predator chase prey Attack Kill 
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to follow the transitions through the state diagram. The state diagram is modelled 
manually after observing a collection of test data of hunt videos. 
An example of a story unit of a hunt video clip has been extracted and shown in Fig. 
5.4. This example is extracted manually from one of the test data clips. This example 
follows the rules of a proper hunt sequence. It starts with a legal starting state and ends in 
a legal end state. The transitions follow the ones as depicted in the state diagram. We 
believe that this modelling will be very helpful in the detection of hunting event using 
Finite State Automata (FSA) as used in [76]. 
 
5.3 Time-to-Collision Shots 
The detected TTC shot possessed two useful characteristics that can possibly aid us in 
recovering the high-level indexes from a video sequence.  These two characteristics are 
the duration of the impending collision and the frequency of occurrence of TTC shot.  
The duration of the impending collision is measured in terms of the number of frames 
for which possible collision is detected, while frequency of occurrence is measured in 




two men when they 






Static shot of a coffin. 
 
Shot 3 – TTC 
Two men approach 
towards the camera. 
 
Shot 4 – TTC 
Camera dolly towards 
the coffin. 
 
Shot 5 – TTC 
Two men approach 
further towards the 
camera. 
 
Shot 6 – TTC 
Camera dolly further 
towards the coffin. 
 
Shot 7 – TTC 
Two men kneel down 




The coffin is opened and 
there is a mummy inside. 
 
Shot 9 
Static close-up shot of 




Shot 10 – TTC 




Shot 11 – TTC 
The guy on the right 
extends his face closer to 
the camera. 
 
Shot 12 – TTC 
Slight camera dolly 
towards the mummy. 
 
Shot 13 – TTC 
The guy on the right 
extends his face even 
closer to the camera. 
 
Shot 14 and thereafter: Final Payoff – Mummy attacks the guy on the right. 
Figure 5.5: Image sequences taken from Bram Stoker’s Legend of the Mummy to 
illustrate the use of TTC in creating a suspense scene  
 
As mentioned in section chapter 4, the delay effect of the suspense scene is created 
by several TTC shots – either through camera dollying towards the object of interest or 
through filming the characters moving closer to the camera.  Hence, one can expect the 
frequency of occurrence of TTC shots to be quite high over the delay element of the 
suspense scene.  For example, 9 TTC shots can be detected over the delay element 
(total of 12 shots) of the suspense scene taken from Bram Stoker’s Legend of the Mummy 
(see Figure 5.5).  If we can set a certain threshold to capture the frequency of 
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occurrence of TTC shots over a fixed window of shots, the delay element of the 
suspense can be extracted from the video sequence.  Nonetheless, more practical 
analysis need to be done to set the most appropriate threshold value and window size, 
and this is beyond the scope of our research study. 
Another application of TTC shots can be found in a look into the chase scenes.  In 
order to dynamically bring out the panicky state that the prey or victim is experiencing 
as the pursuer is chasing after him/her, the cinematographer often uses camera 
movements such as dolly shots that offer the audience views of the characters from the 
front as they run towards the camera, dolly shots that follow characters during the chase, 
and finally, dolly shots that offer the audience point of view of a certain character.  
These camera movements often result in TTC shots and thus, the frequency of 
occurrence of TTC shots within a chase scene is quite high.  For instance, by 
performing a manual inspection through the whole video sequence containing the chase 
scene in I Know What You Did Last Summer, 8 TTC shots can be found within the chase 
scene (total of 26 shots).  Manual inspection is done because we want to eliminate the 




Camera dolly backward 
as the woman runs 
towards the camera. 
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Shot 2 – TTC 
Dolly forward – gives 
the point of view of the 
woman as she runs 
through the alley. 
Shot 3 
Woman running towards 
the camera at an angle.  
Camera pan right to 
track her movement. 
Shot 4 – TTC 
Dolly forward – gives 
point of view of the 
woman as she runs 
towards the truck. 
Shot 5 
Woman runs out of the 
dark alley and turns back 
to check if the killer is 
still following her. 
Figure 5.6: A chase scene taken from I Know What You Did Last Summer in which a 
woman is trying to run away from the killer 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we have introduced several promising application of the three 
aforementioned shots, resulting in high-level action descriptions.  Sometimes different 
shots may correspond to the same camera operation, for instance, object tracking shot 
and establishment shot. Their categorization and interpretation depends on a unit of 
analysis bigger than a shot, i.e. the juxtaposition of the shots with its surrounding shots. 
The rules we presented in this chapter are only ideas that have not been fully 





Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this thesis, we have proposed the algorithms to detect three kinds of shots: 
establishment shot, object tracking shot and time-to-collision shot. Additionally, we 
have explored the significance of these three shots in the high-level interpretation of 
video.  
Establishment shot intends to bring the audience to a new environment. It usually 
labels the beginning of a story unit. While, an object tracking shot has similar camera 
motion characteristics with establishment shot. Its intention is very distinguishable to 
that of an establishment shot. An object tracking shot is produced when a cameraman 
want to fix the focus of the viewer to a moving object. In the terms of camera motion, 
panning, tilting, booming and translation are frequently used. The most outstanding 
difference between an object tracking shot and an establishment shot is that an object 
tracking shot has a stable region of interest, although the accurate location and shape 
of the region may change temporally. However, an establishment shot means to attract 
the audience’s attention to the whole layout of the scene. With an establishment shot, 
the audience can have a clear impression of where, when or how the following story 
take places. Our approach is firstly detecting the common features in camera motion 
of these two kinds of shots. Next the object of interest is extracted and tracked to 
distinguish an object tracking shot from an establishment shot. The experiments 
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proved the feasibility of the algorithm we proposed.  
A time-to-collision (TTC) shot is a shot where the audience has a feeling that 
objects in the scene is coming close to them. A time-to-collision shot can make an 
atmosphere of tension between the audience and the viewed scene. In cinematography, 
TTC shot is often used to create some special psychological effects, such as terror and 
suspension. TTC is more meaningful when we consider it in its juxtaposition with its 
surrounding shots. We have presented an algorithm to detect the TTC value between 
each pair of neighboring frames using motion vector analysis. To enhance the 
reliability of the algorithm, we have used a novel cue called “pilot cue”. Pilot cue 
originated from the basic knowledge of the pilots, that, if an object displaying on the 
screen grows larger and larger and the location remains stable, then the moving object 
is just on the collision course of the pilot manipulated by himself. The application of 
pilot cue has improved the efficiency of our TTC detection algorithm. Based on the 
TTC detection algorithm, we can detect the TTC shots using some heuristic rules.  
Finally, we have also explored the possible applications of these three kinds of 
shots. We have described potential of establishment shots, the model of detecting 
hunting events using object tracking shots. These are ideas in development, but it is 
also our future research direction. On the other hand, TTC shots would be very useful 
in the emotion categorization of video clips, combined with other cues such as audio 
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